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This report -is one -of a series base 3 on shipboard observation of ^feSeciroMci^'p&ir- 
sonset aboard .ships of the destroyer class. The title-* of these reports are given here 
along with k brief indication of the content of each. Security restrictions'do not. permit 
Qse general Circalation of all of these reports bat .the accompanying list will help the 
reads* slaca the present report in confer*, 

4.  &atpoo*ro uosorv^Karof Electronics Personnel: 
. A •.Deacariotioa .of the.-ft.a***rc3»-.--    "       *~ 

A general presentation of the problem, its background, and /the 
observational techniques which were employed. 

2 ,  Shipboard Observation of Electronics Personnel; 
Detailed Descriptions of Observational Tellbniques» 

A report for the professions! worlre'r who desires precise de- 
tail regarding the ferms and instructions used and the decisions. 
tSaderlyfii^ their selection. The summarised data are provided 
is a'classified supplement, 

:'H|ft Shipboard Observation of Electronics Personnel: 
Implications for the Training of Electronics Personnel, 

Various problems of training are formulated and related to the 
observational data. 

m. Shipboard Observation of Electronics Personnel: 
~H§1dpboard"Aettvitiea of Eiecteonicg Technicians. 

retailed accounts of the activities of electronics technidana are 
presented. Topics such as the materials, duties, problems, and 
future plans of the technicians are discussed. 

5, Shipboard'Observation of Electronics Personnel: 
0rleT^e^7ipu5ns*°o^ Related" Electronics Jobs* 

The Jobs of the Sonerman, Radarman, and Radioman are briefly 
described.   The areas of overlap between these Jobs and- the job 
of the ET-are-discussed. 

6. Shipboard Observation of Electronics Personnel: 
Implications for Certain Operational and Administrative 
Problems. 

Problems si Shipboard administration, policy, and the opera- 
tional requirements of the electronics situation are related to 
the observational data. 

?.  Shipboard Observation of Electrgfgtefr,SgS^BS5£|' 
""General' ConcISfeSs anJTIQeommendattoBS for Farther 

ReasTrchT*" 

The objectives of the.research are reexamtnad and general ocaa- 
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cd* srr- presented. 
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ABSTRACT 

This  report presents a non-technical account of a research program designed 
to investigate personnel problems associated with electronic maintenance and operation. 

The procedures   employed for obtaining objective descriptions aboard ships op- 
erating in the Pacific area and a description of groups observed are given. 

Rationale underlying the development of a battery of observational techniques is 
presented, and each of the techniques is described in general terms. 

A brief discussion of the treatment of the data is given, and evaluations of the 
methods are presented. 

The paper is concluded with some general evaluative comments concerning the 
use of ft multi-method approach. 
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A.   DESCRIPTION    OF    THE    RESEARCH, 

INTRODUCTION 

The TMizaose of this report is to present a non-technical account of a program of 
research designed for making preliminary observations of the shipboard electronic situ- 
ation with an' emphasis on the maintenance aspects of the situation. The observational 
techniques used and the methodological problems involved are discussed. More techni- 
cal treatssiffintS '.of this mafe'lfis?! SOT the result* of the inve^tigati-or* are contained in other 
reports of this series. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AREA 

The primary objective of the investigation was to obtain an accurate description 
of shipboard electronics. Such a description is essential to the eventual organisation of 
the research area and it is prerequisite to the formulation of specific research hypothe- 
ses. In addition, the examination of such a broad area during the initial stages of a re- 
search effort yields important by-products. For one thing, the information derived is 
of immediate interest in its own right. While it does not provide answers to rigorous 
experimental questions, Such a description of the shipboard electronic maintenance situ- 
ation is of general value to those charged with the responsibility of providing trained 
men. A second important by-product of such research is the opportunity it provides for 
the try out of new research methods which may be adapted to later experimental efforts „ 

During the planning stages of this study a number of alternative approaches to 
the problem of developing detailed and accurate descriptions were considered, perti- 
nent written material was examined and evaluated as a source for describing the elec- 
tronic maintenance activities performed by members of ships* crews. These sources 
did not provide the detailed description which was desired for this research. It was de- 
cided that the problem of fleet description could best be accomplished by more direct 
means. 

Field work as an initial stage of a research program has the advantage of pro- 
viding an opportunity for research personnel to live with the problems with which they 
are to work. Productive research insights are more likely to occur in this setting. In- 
timate acquaintance with the problem area is particularly valuable since the eventual 
decision as to the feasibility of shipboard research of various kinds can be determined 
only by those who have detailed knowledge of both the shipboard situation and the re- 
search potential of the group. 

The decision to do field research was essentially one as to where the research 
was to be done.   Once this judgment had been made, ways for accomplishing the research 
were considered. Three alternative approaches were examined and evaluated. They 
were unstructured observation, the application of a single observational technique, .and 
the concurrent use of several different observational techniques. 

Unstructured observation consists of observing without plan or limitation.   The 
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j,-r*jjv,ip«i Bava:i«g6 «s sws ooservauon is lap* it .sices not commit "the obstrw? to a si 
schedule or a. fised :precede*, K« -is" left free to observe, directing Ma observation as 
he see* fit, .During World War II the gweUatatjajryr steps of..Operations Analysis Mtmu-todk 
'tSi* form of trained observers "Jwsi tooklng* with the objective of discovering and gain- 
flag insight into the problems oi' «,- * area £a which they were relatively naive. Quite often 
such an observer would see a problem in a new way and in certain csases could suggest 
ingenious solutions to it. The success of such procedure* is probably due to the de- 
tached-objectivity oi' the observers, their freedom to observe, and their ability to trans- 
fer xaeas ana methods irom aid settings to new ones. Tins principal difficiilLy with she 
procedure is that there is no ffu&rant*® that an *«e*»-e«*i »««* n-w**~<~rimA~*m *•»»»•»«»--»» 
will be either efficient or effective. 

The application of a single observational techn'que consists of applying a sel* 
technique(or a very 3mall number of observational technique*} exclusively, This ap- 
proach is particularly suited to those well-structured situations where problems have 
been carefully defined and reduced to testable form. Under these conditions it is most 
efficient and economical to devise a specific method for each specific problem. This 
approach, however, has an inherent difficulty. It is ao selective of information that much 
of the data which would be pertinent to the broad understanding, appreciation, and organ- 
ization of a domain is not collected. 

The concurrent use of several different observational techniques is essentially 
an eclectic approach. It employs a battery of observational methods which complement 
one another in such a manner as to comprehensively cover the total domain being ob- 
served. The advantages of each method are capitalised upon while the weak points of 
each are overcome by toe use of other methods. 

The consideration of the three alternative approaches (namely: unstructured ob- 
servation, the application of a single observational technique, and the concurrent use of 
several different techniques) led to the decision to adopt the third alternative. This ap- 
proach came to be known as the multf-method approach. It will be referred te in this 
manner throughout the series. 

THE MULTI-METHOD APPROACH 

A number of specific objectives for the multi-method approach were formulated. 
Many kinds of information were desired from various sources. The major effort was to 
obtain objective and unbiased descriptions of the jobs that electronic personnel perform. 
These descriptions were sought from three different sources: members of the research 
group who observed and reported the behavior of the men on the job: the men them- 
selves; and the supervisors of the men. Each of the sources offered specific but differ- 
ing advantages,. The man's own account of his job could be quite detailed but it could be 
distorted by such factors as the personality of the man «s<d his lack of objectivity. The 
observers* account of tht: man's activity was more objective but limited by time and 
situations! factors. The supervisors * descriptions wete subject to still another set of 
biases. Since each source of description presented a. slightly different picture, a com• 
poslte of the three'was used to uncover the many different facets of the situation, Tech- 
niques were introduced for the purpose n& obtaining descriptions of the men who made up 
the sample. These techniques sought relevant fccts concerning the present status of the 
men, their past history (e.g., time in the service, past assignments, and previous train** 
ing)e and their future plan, . Description© of the jobs and descriptions of the men were 
complemented by descriptions of the physical plant, available tools, test equipment, stow- 
age facilities, and records. 
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In addition .'to various descriptions, the battery included methods which required 
certain judgments. Electronic maintenance personnel judged the relevance of certain 
training topics -and exercises to the maintenance mw1? job. T'*ess men also judged the 
degree of skill and the amount of electronics comprehension required to do a certain 
te.sk. The officers wise were, in charge of the different groups of electronics personnel 
judged the importance of a number of-specific abilities to the proficiency with which the 
job was done. They also ranked the abilities from "most important to the job" through. 
"leasst imnovtant tr» *'H* **&-,* 

' "C«jtlau»" *ey"personnel were also asked  to give their  opinions regarding Navy 
• problems,   These opinions took the form of selecting-which of several available solutions 
was "best." -No attempt was made to determine the attitudes of the respondents or to 
assess their morale.   It is important to keep in mind that this investigation WM ««««»*»- 
tialiy non-evaluative throughout. 

The multi-method battery covered one other area. Detailed accounts of specific 
pajst events were requested from some members of the sample for the purpose of ex- 
tending the range of the observations beyond the temporal limitations imposed by the 
fact that the observers were aboard each ship for a week or less. 

DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUAL METHODS 

The selection of methods to accomplish the objectives stated above was based 
upon a number of considerations, A method would be included only if it promised to con- 
tribute relevant information. Because of the descriptive nature of the approach, the 
limits of relevancy were broad. Items were included if the Information was suspected to 
he relevant. The relationship between the methods was also considered. Methods which 
yielded duplicate IMurination were eliminated unless part of their purpose was to pro- 
vide a cheek upon the other methods. The more objective and reliable methods were 
selected. Proposed plans of analysis also governed the selection of the methods. Those 
methods which permitted the most straightforward analytical treatment were used when- 
ever possible. In addition to these rather general considerations, there were certain 
criteria which served as limits in the choice of observational techniques. A method 
could not be used unless it was sufficiently portable to be carried aboard ship. Care 
was taken that the methods could be administered by one man within the situational limi- 
tations of a destroyer at sea. Time restrictions were taken into consideration, and each 
method hmd to be accomplished without Interfering with the activities of shipboard per- 
sonnel. 

A number of different sources were used in the development of the subject mat- 
ter of the various methods. Navy manuals, textbooks, and forms were of great assist- 
ance. Civilian textbooks in the areas of electronics and electricity provided many uae- 
ful items. Research conducted for other branches of the armed services and for indus- 
try contributed to several of the methods. Much of the subject matter and a great deal 
of practical advice was obtained from conferences, interviews, and conversations with 
various Naval personnel. 

.Proposed observational methods were subjected to try outs of various sorts. The 
principal effort in this direction was to try otf. the method on board a destroyer that was 
undergoing a shakedown period. At the conclusion of each trip the method was evaluated 
In terms of: the farm of analysis that was proposed for it; the relationship of the method 
In question to the other methods; administrative restrictions that were encountered dur- 
ing the tsy out trip; the reaction of the men; effort requirements; situational limitations; 
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sample used; v*eavdlttg problems encountered; time limitations; and potential sources of 
bias. Appropriate revisions were made and the method was taken to sea again. Methods 
were subjected to try out in the order in which they were completed, with the result thai 
some of the methods received more extensive pretesting than others. 

In addition to the shipboard personnel, two other groups were employed  from 
time   to t»m">   *.»•»  nr-prtij^-e* *>**• 6»«*liwimt»'*      (Si»^M»#vmw»l •«•—*»•»» *%.*• «,$»^.*.«^—*<»*. *_»i^.*_„ :

..«*J-.- 

of UWATE acted a* subjects and offered helpful criticism of Some of the methods.   Dur- 
k&kg"«*<*'vairy tf»rly stages o* use development 01 some ot the metnoos college students 
who had served as electronics technicians during World Was- H served'as' subjects, 

THE OBSERVATIONAL PROGRAM 

Electronics personnel aboard twenty ships of the destroyer class made up the 
final observational sample. One of the reasons that ships of this class were chosen was 
that they were less specialise as to duty than many of the ships that were smaller or 
larger. This lack of specialisation offered the maximum possibility of generalization of 
the data to ships of other types. Destroyers have every major class of electronic equip- 
ment, and they encounter most of the electronic problems that any class of ship might be 
expected to encounter. Another reason for selecting destroyers as the class of ship 
upon which the observations were made was the fact that a sufficient number of different 
ships of this type are available to permit the collection of the data within practical time 
limitations. 

Administrative arrangements for the observational tours were made in coopera- 
tion with the office of the Commander of the Cruiser-Destroyer Force of the Pacific 
Fleet.   The ships were notified of the observers1 arrival about one day in advance. 

The observations took place while the ships were engaged in training operations 
at sea. These operations were of the usual type and included almost all of the different 
destroyer missions with the exception of shore bombardment. 

Each observational team was composed of two members. The decision to use a 
team of this sise was a result of the try out trips which revealed that a single observer 
would not be able to accomplish the observational mission within the allotted time and 
that shipboard facilities were too limited to accomodate larger groups. 

Trips varied in length from 2j days to 5-| days with an average of about four days 
per trip. Usually the ships steamed at night, but in some cases they anchored or re- 
turned to harbor. On a typical trip the observers would board the vessel on Sunday even- 
ing, and the ship would get under way early on Monday morning. Throughout the trip the 
observers worked independently except that they coordinated their activities so as to 
prevent duplication of effort and unintentional omission of data. The early portion of the 
trip was spent acquainting the officers with the purpose of the observations and enlisting 
their cooperation. The remaining time was spent participating in the ship's exercises 
as an observer. 

Efforts wrere made to ensure standard observational procedures during the course 
of the study. The observers received training on how to employ the various methods. 
This training period included orientation tripe and sea-going try outs with the methods. 
Another means of maintaining standard procedures was to rotate the observers so that 
no two observers consistently worked together. This process of rotation allowed the 
project director to ride as an observer with each 'of the other observers and thus dis- 
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Cover and correct any deviation from standard practice. A third means of minimizing 
the variance between observers was the use of an observer's manual. This manual gave 
"cookbook* instructions as to exactly how each of the methods should be used. 

Although it was desirable to cover the entire area of electronics, it became ap- 
parent quite early in the planning of the studv that certain cone***ion* h*d t«? *•«» rrwde tc 
reduce the domain to a workable si*e. One of the most important of these was to give up 
the idea of mwVmo m complete1 »•*•* ccmprchcnstvs dssc*iji£i.wii of Will *hk op«*<*img and 
maintenance aspects of electronics activities, The attention of this study came to be 
focused on maintenance. The maintenance data are, therefore, more detailed and volum- 
inous than the non-maintenance data. 

The sample of shipboard electronics personnel was further restricted because of 
other considerations. Some methods could not be used as widely as they might have been 
due to their time consuming nature. This was particularly true of the interview which 
might have been used more extensively if each had not required approximately an hour 
of the observer's time. The same time limitation led to the restriction of the card sort 
sample. Each sorting took so long that it was not feasible to have all of the radarmen 
and the radiomen participate. As a result, only the leading petty officer for each vd these 
ratings attempted the card sort. 

Opinions were sought from those members of the sample who were in such a po- 
sition that the particular opinion held could influence policy. For this reason, most of 
the sample for the general questionnaire was made up of officers. The samples for cer- 
tain other techniques were limited to persons in supervisory positions. A detailed sum- 
mary of the sub-samples to whom the various methods were administered is included at 
the end of the next section of this report. 

DESCRIPTION OF METHODS 

A form of diary keeping was introduced into the methodology as a means of re- 
cording direct observations of the men, their jobs, and the gear. The diary was essen- 
tially a technique in which the observer recorded in a time sequence all that took place 
within a predetermined area of observation. Observations were recorded either in writ- 
ing or on a tape recorder. The diary accounts were oriented about the man-on-the-job, 
the electronic equipment, and the trouble shooting sitvatlen. The man-oriented diaries 
required that the observer accompany, a man and observe everything that he did in a 
given period of time. For the plaee^or-iented approach the observer took a position In an 
area where electronic equipment was installed and recorded the activities of the men in 
that area during a specified time interval. Examples of such "places" are CIC, radio 
central, transmitter room, etc. Emphasis was placed on trouble-oriented diaries. When- 
ever word was received of an electronic failure, an observer would go to the scene of ihe 
repair and record in detail an account of the trouble shooting activity until the equipment 
was again operating. 

Another method, a check list, was used for the recording of direct observations 
by the observer and for securing descriptions by supervisors of the work done by the 
men under their supervision.. Statements for the check list were chosen to match the 
generality level of standard Navy job description materials vised in the fleet, such as the 
Manual of Qualifications for Advancement in Rating. The job statements were checked 
according to the rate of the man ob&erved and the class of equipment involved. 

With regard to the manipulation x>t various electronic equipment, terms such as 
"caliterfetcs,* "operates,""measures sensitivity of," "does preventive maintenance upon" 
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and "trains personnel performing -corrective-rrmie^tmncM'-im^-m-tw. typical:':•'*€,'SBB:.list. 
Further emphasis was placed on the use of test equipment. Items not related to specific 
equipment ware also included. Examples of these are "orders replacement .parts/* 
"maintains  records of electronic equipment,** and "refers to circuit wiring diagrams." 

" When the check "iist Was nsedl foy'dTre^et riwti^itlow, *K*» t^MJfeTWiP cV^rk**8! f**# 
appropriate job statements while watching the worker perform a given task. As an indi- 
rect   wMSwX'T&tLGiuv.l.  i«Cl*&»<iJUe,   uk   C**«C*.   lt#i   Wtt»   Tilled   Wt   vy  UU!  *«• e-u Ulg p«liy Otiicel-, 
He used Ms knowledge of the activities of his men as'a basia for his checks, E'nlfsted 
supervisors were used for radarmen, radiomen, soaarmen, electronics technicians, and 
fire control technicians, The only officer called upon to complete a check list was the 
electronics repair officer. 

In an effort to get judgments of the importance of certain abilities to given jobs, a 
rating scale* was constructed for use by supervisors. It was called an ability require- 
ments scale and it© use was intended to be exploratory. The scale consists of nineteen 
ltems~which endeavored to describe independent and non-overlapping ability traits. The 
items were designed to capture in a single statement the central meaning of a trait which 
had previously been defined by factor analysis. Examples of these trait design&tioss are 
•ability to do arithmetic problems, such aa adding, subtracting, multiplying, and divid- 
ing**! "ability to put practical problems into mathematical terms so that they can be 
solved*; "ability to lay plans and foresee problems"; sad *»bility to solve problems in- 
volving mechanical things such as gears, levers, etc." 

Each trait was evaluated in two ways; (1) on a five-point scale indicating the rel- 
ative amount of the particular ability required for the job, and (2) by a rank ordering of 
all traits. The job of the electronics technician was evaluated by the lead ET and the 
electronics officers, the radarman's job by the CIC officer, the sonarman*s billet by the 
ASW officer, the radioman's job by iht communications office^ and ih«s work o£ the fire 
control technician by the assistant gunnery officer in charge of fire control equipment. 

A job questionnaire was included among the methods to take advantage of the 
Simple and economical means for obtaining job information which the questionnaire ap- 
proach provides. In addition to descriptions of pertinent duties, it contained questions 
covering materials used on the job and items relating to the personal history of tLe man 
questioned. 

Examples of the biographical data items are: 

**How long have you been on this ship?" 

"What job titles did vou hold before being assigned your present 
job title? • 

"List the names and locations of Navy schools you have attended 
and indicate the time spent in each." 

Job description Items ranged from: 

"Check as many of the following publications as you use in your 
work on this ship." 

"Check below each of the pieces of test equipment you have used 
in your work on this ship," 

to. 
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"ifcitij if possible, &i least five duties which you perform when at your 
battle station and sites each of these duties estimate the -percentage of 
time; yon spend #tilt« at--battle station doing .this duty.   The sum of all 
•of these .percentages sfes-uld equal WQ per cent.* 

"These questionnaires wer« completed by all enlisted electronics personnel on the 

completed. 
""Ships.'""Th'£ *£**£» W«*<8   u&-U»aiy   wi-Sve-ibwieo   v-'y  supervisors  am couectw oy teem wAen 

Officers. throoglt an ea^r^ssi©* of thci?" opinions on crucial matters, can contrib- 
ute much information regarding the relative importance ©£ certain personnel factors.   To 
get the reactions; of officers in the area of electronics, a general questionnaire -was in- 
troduced. """ 

Opii%ioa:s£ Wftre sought regarding the classification and utilisation of -personnel, 
For example, one item asked what per cent of the preventive maintenance work on radars 
should be done by rad&rmen and what percent fey electronics technicians. Another ques- 
tion asked what the electronics technicians should do when all of the gear was working. 
Still other questions related to matters of training, use of publications and records, and 
causes of excessive, s&ut-dowa time. In all eases-, items were written to receive defini- 
tive answers. They were predominately of the yei - no, multiple choice, or ranked al- 
ternative type. 

In general the judgments were made by the officer aboft the situation faced by 
the men undssr Mm. That is, the GIC officer expressed his opinior^chiefly with reference 
to the C1G situation, the ASW officer with referencs to sonar, tne gunnery officer with 
reference to fire control, etc. In this way, CIC, ASW, electronics repair, communica- 
tions, gunnery, eagineeriiig, a««l operation* personnel were represented. 

The critical incident technique was employed to get anecdotal data on several 
questions for widen tais taclsntque*Ts~paE'ticula71.'iy adapted. Some of these questions con- 
cerned: personnel factors which contributed tHfcequlpment malfunction, causes of exces- 
sive shut-down time, limitations placed upon maintenance activities by equipment design, 
and critical job requirements for electronics personnel. Okher questions sought de- 
scriptions of incidents which were "typical" of unusually successful maintenance be- 
havior and situations where electronics technicians were instrumental in the repair of 
sonar and lire control equipment. 

Seven questions were used, each structured along the lines of one of the issues 
above. These wer© asked in 4, private iatsrview situation with each electronics techni- 
cian. A typical question wssy*Tb.ere are occasions when the repair of electronics gear 
is not accomplished as quickly as it might be. Can you tell me about a particular incU 
£mil where a piece of gear was shut down for a longer time than it should have been?'* 
The entire interview was taps recorded, and the incidents were later transcribed for 
analysis. 

The ifaialai mtasttonnai**-wa#developed1 to collect the judgments of electronics 
technicians about the importance of selected training curriculum topics to their mainte- 
nance job. This consisted of a list of 211 standard curriculum topics, each of which the 
man on the job evaluated as to its usefulness in his assigned job. Topics to be rated 
were selected from the subject matters of basic electricity and electronics, and the 
principles of radio and radar. Items were divided between theoretical and performance 
types. Examples of theoretical items .are "principles of regenerative and degenerative 
|fc||p$^^ circuits." Typical performance items 
are "perform familiarisation exercises on oscilloscope" and "plot selectivity curves of 
receivers^" Ratings were on a five point scale extending from "absolutely essential to 
job proficiency"* to aof no value to job proficiency."  Electronics technicians were the 
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only persons from whom $Ms taforsaatioA was received. 

One of the least €onves$ioaal "methods used a card sort. It 
attempt to get ike men 'to describe their job in a commonTor uniform language by pre- 
f«»®aBg to them-a iarge -nwmaer or iob activity statements primed on cards ano n&ving 
tbnm Jfcetec*...those- aethretiea "whteb'Jhev^doas^part of their Job. In addition, it was pos- 
sible- t©..have the men make, judgments,.'about the job statements (such as the amount of 
electronics comprehension which each activity required) by sorting them into structured 
categories, 

A deck o£ 24? cards was used. The face of each contained A statement which de- 
scribed a certain type e& behavior which might be relevant to the duty assignments of the 
various men. Items such as "nychromse PPI sweeps* "manually fcune cavity resonator1* 
ant! "mitten impedance in. double sh'.g transmission line* are typical. All electronics 
technicians sorted the items according to relevance to their job, frequency of perform- 
ance,-where they first learned to perform the activity, &n£ the amounts of electronics 
comprehension and skill required in performing the activity., Rated sonarmen and* the 
lead radarman, lead radioman,'and tfee fire control technician convicted all of the above 
^accept" the "cdrnprehension and skill sorts, 

Each observer -leapt a .written narrative account of each trip. This account was 
called the observer's log, or sometimes the log method, although it was not primarily a 
research device. The eoBSsnt of each log Was determined by the particular observer. He 
was encouraged, however, to include all information of value which was not collected in 
some other manner. 

The log served as a means of communication between the observers in the field 
and the other members of the research group. It was also a handy instrument for re- 
cording research ideas that occured to the investigator in the course of his observa- 
tions, Frequently a casual conversation would be quite pertinent to the research, and in 
these Cases tlte observer would include an abstract of the conversation -in his log, 

Repair records maintained by electronics technicians provide a potential source 
of information on such problems as causes of electronic failure, types of maintenance 
activities, equipment on which time is spent, and characteristic problems of given equip- 
ment. To collect this information for later analysis a record summary form was used. 
Repair data were copied from the shipboard records (usually equipment logs and repair 
record notebooks) to cover the period of the last complete calendar month. Information 
recorded included the date of the repair, equipment unit involved, nature of trouble and 
location, work done, parts used, operator on equipment when it broke down, and the rate 
of the person who made the repair. 

To provide a more complete record for the period that observers were aboard, 
the electronics technicians were asked to complete a repair record on their next cor- 
rective maintenance operation. This record was more detailed than those usually kept 
by the men. In addition to the conventional items on equipment, nature of trouble, and 
parts used (as described above) this form requested information on all circuits tested, 
all parts tested, front panel indications of trouble, test equipment, tools and instruction 
books used, etc., plus a step by step description of work done from the time of notifica- 
tion of trouble until the repair was completed. The step by step description included out- 
side interferences encountered, non-maintenance activities performed, and aid or super- 
vision received, as well as tests and adjustments made. 

Since there is some information which is difficult to collect with written and 
more formalized methods, an interview was scheduled with each electronics technician 
and the CIC and electronics repair officers.   Inmost instances the answers to specific 



questions were obtained»-although the person interviewed was flneour»gftd to expand «JS 
any point lie desired, la the case of the electronics technicians the questions centered 
around such, "matter* as motivation,future plan*, and job preferences, 'Officers we** 
aaked • **w*rt* 0»* tr pr-in-^ry'«iitl s«^©i*d*yy duties, the degrees to which they encouraged 
specialisa&Ujte bySSeSr menusom* of'tlteivisfca*^^ 
S5SSC aiwT Si«Hi»r questions,. About one half hour .was demoted to the discussion of these 
matters, and a'recording' on magnetic tape was kept of the conversation. 

Ail electronics tecim*eisn* were administered the job questionnaire, the general 
questionnaire, the training questionnaire,'and the card sort* In addition they filled out 
repair records, were interviewed, and provided critical incidents. The lead ET also 
completed the check list and the ability requirements seals.. All sonprmen completed the 
Job questionnaire. Rated sorarmea performed the card sort, and the lead SC filled, out 
the chech list. Ail radarmen and radiomen completed the job questionnaire, and the 
.leads of each group prepared the cfoeeS: list and performed the card sort. The fire con- 
trol technician completed the job questionnaire, check list, and card .sort. 

Officers who had electronics specia*istai directly iwidsr their supervision coir>- 
plated the general questionnaire and the ability requirements scale. This group included 
the CIC, ASW, communications* gunnery, and electronics repair officers (the latter also 
completing a job questionnaire and check list. In addition, the CIC and electronics offi- 
cer were interviewed. The operations, engineering, and executive officers (and in most 
instances the commanding officer) were  invited to complete fcfc*? general questionnaire. 

When the observer was not administering the card sort, interviewing, or helping 
men complete the questionnaires, he- spent his time taking man-, place--, and trouble- 
oriented diaries. When word of equipment failure was received, he would leave whatever 
be was doing to go to observe the trouble shooting. He carried a check list with him at 
all times, making entries upon it as he observed men performing the activities listed. 
Every few hours he would make the necessary additions to his personal log to keep that 
record complete. 

TREATMENT OF DATA 

The analysis of the data was simple and straightforward. Its for an was largely 
determined by the limitations of the sample and the objectives of the research. The data 
were treated in a number of different ways. The most often used form of analysis was 
the simple frequency count, This operation was employed extensively to answer such 
questions as, "How many men of a given rate lubricate PPI slip rings as a part of their 
normal job?" ""How many men answered *yes' to a given question?" and *On how many 
ships was such and such the case?" Percentages were computed in many cases to per- 
mit a comparison of the agreements and disagreements between the various rates and 
ratings. The use of percentages was required because of the highly variable number of 
cases in each of the sub-samples. Ranking procedures were introduced in order to in- 
dicate the most frequently used tools, publications, and job activities. Individual rankings 
were in many instances converted into rankings representative of the group. The desire 
to present the information as characteristic of a given group led to the computation of 
conventional expressions of central tendency and related measures of dispersion. The 
basic treatment of the critical incident data consisted of a logical organisation of the key 
behaviors in each incident into mutually exclusive categories. 



EVALUATION OF THE METHODS 

is the Ugi&,& <eaq^tb*tecx :l&.'1^^ il^^^M.:pm^^^^^vmis .a«,i»e^M*i8 with 
regard to the extent to which each contributed- Mb* iM*«S':am%^-far which it was designedly 
A -trough' division M i&e mst&o&s Into thr«s* c$»fes«s '«ftm--lN|...::fei§de^ and tl« factors com- 

tip to all. expectations, (2) thos« which were limited bat not'W^ljsusIf, aad (1). tcchalq^ir 
which failed in gois* way to meet desire?! reqmre^aaftaiifcfc,,.', 

Tb..g cssjrd sort &nd all of' 'the' queBtioms&lr'e "ii^tliods proved very satisfactory for 
their purpose. The card sort was weH accepted fey tie men with the result Ibat their 
motivation was easily sustained. The ir*£otfin*ti«n gala^d w&s otj^ctiv^ &&£ csp&bls o£ 
tcaw* possible forms of analysis, its thief limitation tnrned m&& to be the *m©*sat of ofe~ 
serve? time thai was' required for Its administration, Twevsiy to twenty-f.tve lumrs were 
required per ship for this p-is'pc-ae, AH cat ik qwes^fcnnitires- shared tra* fciT»m*fS tv* 
ease of administration and msA possible the collection ©f a maximum '&*a®«t...«f Infor- 
mation without interfering with shipboard activities. because most of $|p q®»*ti*9!K» were 
worded to yield object!ve answers?, analysis of the dais, received -spas facvj;its.ted4 The 
only difficulty encountered was 'the tendency of the spjjto confer abouttheir .-answers", 
though they had been requested to work independently, vQ^a>iiisaaAirm^\^ ^a^^:^':€x»a^ 
readily be used without requiring the observers to travel aboard the. ships* 

The period of four or five d&ys fer nbseFvatmn an each «frii> imn'bsfcd limitations 
on the "opportunity to observe* for the. methods requiring direct'ob»ervs.Uoa.'such.as the 
diary and the observer completed checklist. There were situations wkre BO teeufek- 
orienied diaries were taken during an entire week of operations because irit trouble de- 
veloped. In this situation, the observers* check list is very sparsely dhecfefd. There is 
little that can be done to overcome these obstacles except to sstsmd the period of ob- 
servation. It is important, therefore, that the sample o£ situations observed satisfy the 
criterion o£ representativeness. The check list was not subject to-these limitations when 
filled out by supervisors, 

Ferhap* as muck as any other method, the critical incident interview demon- 
strated the need for careful pretesting of questions and training of interviewers,  in the 
case of one of the questions it was quite difficult to elicit descriptions of particular situ- 
ations. Difficulty was slso encountered in obtaining as many as four different incidents 
from the same man with reference to the same question. In addition, care had to be 
taken to keep from getting superficial or •jgeneraliaed* incidents. When these tpr©blexns 
were carefully attended to, the critical incident interview proved a fruitful source of ia- 
formation. 

The general 'nterview did not ptove maximally successful for two reasons, in 
the first place it was greatly influenced by limitations of space, in which to carry it owt. 
Second, and more important, was the lack of sufficient structuring of the interview, 
Early in the study an effort was made to accent informality, opon-ended questions^ and a 
non-directive approach, This did not prove satisfactory, and it was later concluded that 
to be maximally useful under the circumstances, the interview should be highly-a true - 
tired. 

The record summary wSS limited by the lack of uniform data. There was so 
much variation in record keeping practices from ship to ship that the data obtained from 
that source was highly variable. 



In aami?-n.&r"f: the ea.-d sort.,, $©fe ques^panavr*,. ge«3?sX ^uestienaaire, aaad train- 
teg ^uestiojm&ire ..were found te- be the tnost «ffi«ie«st s¥jeth*ds in ;Sha *aw«« «? --W«wwiM**»i* 
*^ Sf^'l^iSsu *©*. ««*.ci\ ;*wey were. designed.  The -diary, check la*t, -critical incident, 
irepMr '**$a&*^B> ^and, ttsCSlty risa^i*«*n*£*a **Wl^--£>tt^^ **rio«9r» 
'itmtitart&ojB*,, _The. ysterv^ew.^afaawisfi ,si©ed.-for re"*i»ls«ia,-.--fead *fe« ••*%*©*-d i.'Wtwsry ws-g #*- 

EVALUATION OF THE MOI/H-METHOD APPROACH 

At the eotteTusion of i-uen &"*s observational effort as $ise^^-u.>iet'4a.kafi fete it 
«ko«jid be possible to evaluate the prolgrasn 1$ a w&dte. 0s&« «**ghi legitimately• «stt.il» 
«3SWHrt$**s "*©M tfte rrniM-lft&t&dcl &&pr.»ach ccaie up.tas ii*s^ctatle^»'r*js«[--iS.ae^» h&w .-did II 

:.,.-. --Perhaps the s^GSt impor&ani objection to this S^wadS^fei it aWr&aaded ik<a 
observers,, With" twelve different methods id fee aise^^lsbs&d^tte Observer' Sasl SJOO lit- 
tle time- to m&lce the uastrwetarijd dteervatt^^-^a^ilrs.w^ka &ri§tj&iiliy gxit&tidted to 4-eCwpy 
£ ceasrai position is ifee study, f* s©me -Sofflfft of full »caSe dre«s>-rehearsal had fe-©ea ase4 
IMsr diiflenity ^©wid hsvtrb^com* apparent i$ML c$-uid,i&ave twwfca corrected. i& adva&ce-. 

A; se.ciasd difficulty that arose £ffe^.-;*Jfce'.>sfe*. «S .sbore. -|liP*g|3$Bfr method atfessimed- 
from the fact that "the various srieiheda ware. at 4if6s3reikt t» ^sMt: ^ntiM^^&il^n. -'mad.:' 
types ; el re-sponae. As a result*, the l^iVt^%teI:^H*>t*-*i>s;.;&a2*$:td *|»^'Ji* cerlifis. ,m#&« 
©ds on'short cruises.' Maay factors went inte the decisions thai were made-.by th« ob- 
servers,' bx^i the--overall effect was that the sfcencim*ed methods such a? the ^oeation- 
.sftfra-s were completed early in the trip, wMl«:^fe;:^i$#^tfefed ^sai?^ll«^ #sg«_^|a^ 
4Ni#'taN-^». 41MM)f the trip.? fSreli' f«Mejpi&iifpWteliSibly would hal^h^i^dv"ihli::^^iit a^s*. 

Despite the difficulties? indicated above the mi^ti-method/ approach was generally/ 
satisfactory/ It provided a many-sided picture of an extremely |j^j^de.pei6d^nt\»^-^bm;i'. 
'pis* domain. "The eoaearrent use of the aevetal techniques permitted the comparison And 
tentative evaluation of a number of potentTaT"reaearch methods.*, This wai'lar&aiy due." to-- 
the fact that the method J were applied to a single captive sample. Most important, of'alij' 
the multi-jr.ethc i appsoach yielded a set of descriptions which, were'broad.- fe.&cepe yet 
rich in detail. 
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